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Holland island house | Chesapeake bay, USA | past, October 2009 

 

Notes: 
Dan 

good effort although with CRV we don't use templates - the idea of CRV is that writing all the page 

numbers, stage numbers and so on distracts the mind form guessing whilst you work through the 

process. So next time please try without the TRV templates. 

Overall you did seem to be picking up on a manmade structure and a wet location within your data 

so well done for this effort - some good start data in there. 

 

Some very strong early Aols. of 911 and twin towers did i am afraid slightly hinder the session - but 

don't worry we all have gone through this and still do, it gets better with time/practice. 

All the best... 

Daz 
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Additional info and feedback: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Holland_Island_house.jpg 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holland_Island 
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daz
Sticky Note
OK, not sure what method this is Dan but its not really how we do CRV.CRV works bets and is best learnt from scratch without template pages to fill - in.

daz
Sticky Note
These S2 data could be on target.

daz
Sticky Note
Not sure if these are on target so CFB - Cant feed back on these.

daz
Sticky Note
This data could be accurate for the target structure.





daz
Sticky Note
This data could be target relevant - good.



daz
Sticky Note
Good data here.



daz
Sticky Note
good data

daz
Sticky Note
Probably a description of the marshy land that is sinking



daz
Sticky Note
Nice data - well done!



daz
Sticky Note
CFB - cant feed back



daz
Sticky Note
CFB



daz
Sticky Note
Allot of the data within the sketech seems appropriate for the target, mixed with a little noise from the previous S3 AOL of 'twin towers' that still seems to be lingering.
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